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1. Introduction

In thc rernarkable papers [1] (based on the earlier work [2]) Dotsenko and Fateev have

shown that a11 genus 0 conformal correlators1) of Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodehikov

minimal models of eonformal field theory [3] ean be expressed as eertain integrals of hyper

geometrie type. These integrals provide a eonvenient tool for solving tbe questions connec

ted with the mondromy of eonformal correlators. Since that time their results where exten

ded to other models of CFT, and now it is more or less eIear that any such a model should

admit Dotsenko-Fateev integral representations. For the WZW-model first studied by

Knizhnik and Zamoldchikov, [4], such integral representations where eonstrueted in [5-7].

ITowever, in the above papers the explieit integral expressions' for conformal correlators

were written down only for some partieular eases.

Thc aim of thc present paper is to fill this gap and give explicit integral expressions for all

n-point (genus 0) conformal eorrclators of WZW model witb an arbitrary simple gauge

group G. Conformal correlators of this model are characterized by the property of being

solutions of the remarkable integrable system of differential equations derived by Knizhnik

and Zamoldehikov [4]. So our approach is quite direet: We write down some integrals and

verify that they satisfy Knizhnik-Zamolodehikov equations. Dur starting point was the

paper [6] , were this was first done in a partieular ease. 1t turned out that the formulas

depend only on the Cartan matrix of the Lie algebra of a gauge group. This aIlows to

generalize both KZ equations and the solutions to the ease when g is an arbitrary

Kae-Moody Lie algebra associated with a symmetriable Cartan matrix, [8].

1) We'll follow the terminology of [1] and call eonformal eorrelators holomorphic parts

of physical correlation funetions.
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Note that integrals of Dotsenko-Fateev type were independently studied by mathemati

clans, (9-11]i especially the point of view of (9] is very elose to ours. We give here mostly

the formulationsj the main results are Theorems 1 and 2. The detailed proofs will appear

elsewhere.
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2. The Knizhnik-Zamoldchikov cguations

In this seetion we reeall some definitions from Kac's book [8] and introduce the KZ equa

tions in a more general then original setting.

2.1. Let A = (Aij) be a generalized Cartan matrix, Le. an r)( r - matrix such that

a·· = 2, a.. are non-positive integers for i f j, and a.. = 0 implies a .. = O. We'B
11 1J IJ.P

suppose that A is symmetrisable and fix a symmetrisation, Le. a decomposition- A = DB,

where D = (d..) is diagonal d.. = 0.. (;., all f· f 0, and B = (b..) ia symmetrie,
IJ IJ IJ 1 1 IJ

b.. = b...
IJ Jl

Let (Q,M,Mv) be a realization of A, i.e. a complex vector space Q of dimension 2r - 1,

where l = rank A, together with two sets of linearly independent vectors

*M = {ap... ,ar } C f) (the dual spaee); MV = {hl'... ,hr } C f) such that <hi,aj> = aij"

The Kac-Moody Lie algebra 9 = g(A) is by definition a Lie algebra with the generators

ep ... ,er , fl, ... ,fr, h E ~, subject to the relations

(2.1 ) [e. ,f·] = o· .h, [h,h '] = 0,1 J IJ

[h,e.] = <h,(}.>e.; [H,f.] = -<h,o.>f. ,
1 I I 1 1 I

(h,h' E f), i,j = 1,... ,r);

the Chevalley-Serre relations:

(2.2)
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One has the root deeomposi iion g = (e B_a) e f ED (ED Ba) where 6.+ denotes the
oE6.+ aE6.+

set of positive roots.

The symmetrisation of Adefines a certain invariant non-degenerate symmetrie bilinear

I\J *fonn (,) on g, see [8, eh. 2]. It indue,cs the isomorphism 11: ~ ---+ ~ , and one has

(2.3) .Ah.) = f.a.V\ 1 1 1

*We'B use the same notation ( , ) for the indueed form on ~ .

*2.2. Let A E ~ . A Verma module M(A) over g is generated by one (vaeuum) veetoi v

subjcct to the relations e· v = 0, Vi, hv = <h,A>v, h E ~. It eontains a unique maximal
1

proper submodule M/(A); the quotient L(A) = M(A)jM/(A) is irreducible.

There exists a unique symmetrie bilinear form S(,) on M(A), ealled Shapovalov 'or

eontravariant form [8, 9.4, 12] characterized by the propertics

S(v,v) = 1; S(e.x,y) = S(x,f.y) .
1 1

M' (A) coincides with the kernel of S, SO S is non-degenerate on L(A).

Onc has the weight dccomposition

r

*M(A) =EI) M(A) A' A E A- P+ ( ~, where

p + = {1: ki0i' ki are non-negative integers}, isthe set of dominant integral weights.

i=l

An analogons weight decomposition is indueed on L(A).
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1 n *A "",A E f) are given. Put

L = L(A1)0...0L(An) A = EAi. As in 2.2 one has weight decompositions M = EBM A' .

L = EDL ", ..\ E A - P+. The Shapavalov form may be extended to M by the rule
n

S(x10···0xnIY10· ..0yn) =D S(xi'Yi)' As in 2.2, it becomes non degenerate on- L.

Let V..\ C L..\ denate thc "vacuum BubspacelI, Le. V..\ = {x E L..\ Ieix = 0 for all i}. One

has the natural map

(2.4)

wmch is an isomorphism when 9 is finite dimensional.

r

Analogously, define Ilcovacuum spaces" W..\ as quotients W..\ = L..\/ 1: fi(L"\+0)' The
. 1 1
1=

Shapovalov form establishes the isamorphisrn

(2.5)

2.4 Define abilinear Kazimir element n as follows. Choose some dual bases xiJxi E tJ,

(x. ,xi) = 8... Further (g ,g ß) = 0 for 0 f ß, 9 and 9 are orthogonal complements
1 IJ 0 - . 0 -a

af each other. Choose dual bases fi E gi ; eiE 9 ,(ei ,f j ) = 8... Put .o -0 a a a a IJ

(2.6)

Tbe cap ... aver ° rneans tbat we use infinite surn (over a E A+) in the definition. Trus
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definition does not depend on the choice of bases. Of course, if g is finite dimensional, we

return to the usual definition. 0 has the following crucial property: for any x E g

(2.7) [x 0 1 + 1 0 x,O] = 0

([8, Lemma 2.4]).

where

is the

n ~ 2, 1 ~ i < j ~ U, put 0.. = ~..(n),
lJ IJ

rp. .(x~) = 1~... 10x 1811. .. 10y18l118l...18l1, where Ug
lJ i j

any2.5 More generally, for
~ ~

'P" : g 0 g --* Ug0... I8lUg,
IJ

n-t irnes

universal enveloping algebra.

1 n fSuppose that n representations X ,... ,X 0 g are giveo J each having the property that

for any vector x E X 0ax = 0 for sufficiently large a. (For example M(A), L(A) have

such propcrty). Then elements 0 .. act on Xl~ ...~Xn.
IJ

The system of differential equations on X1/8)...0Xß -valued function ~(zl'""zn)J Zj E tr,

z· f z· for i f j,
1 J

(2.8) a 1 °i'
~ = - '\ -2L · 'P, i = 1, ... ,n ,7Jz: K. l z.-z.

1 j:f:i 1 J

is called the Knizhnik-Zamoldchikov system, [4]. Here K. is a complex number, [4]. The

basic fact is that this system is integrable, Le. the connection with potential

L 0jjdlog(zi - Zj) is flat. Thia fact ia csscntially equivalcnt to (2.7) (cf. [13]):

1~ i <j~n

We will be mostly interestcd in thc case were representations Xi are irreducible highest
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. .. *
weight representations Xl = L(A1),AI E ~ . In "this case (2.8) leaves invariant vacuum

subspaces VA' In the next sections we'll salve (2.8) in each subspace V A separately.

Using the map (2.4), we get the whole solution.
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3. Soll1tions: the first construction

r

3.1. Fix a set of weights Al ,... ,An E ~* and a dominant integral weight a = 2: kiai. Put

i=l
n r

A = 1: Ai, A = A- lr, k = 1: ki . Put L = L(Al)~...~L(AnL L = ffiLp ' The aim of this

i=l i=l

section is to write down the solutions of KZ equations taking values in VA C LA' In the

*next section we'll present the solutions with values in WA ; the Shapovalov form will

establish the isomorphism between the two constructions. It seems that both ways, as weIl

as the connection between them, are of an interest.

First introduce the affine complex space (k whose coordinates we'll' denote ti(j) ,

j = l, ... ,k.; i = 1, ... ,r. So, if some k. = 0 then there is no t.(j). On this space the product
1 1 1

of symmetrie groups Sk x... xSk acts by the rule (dl""'O'r)(ti(j)) = tj(O'i(j)). Suppose
1 r

that n distinet complex numbcrs zl'""zn are given. The expression that follow will

depend on z. as on parameters. Define a collection of affine hyperplanes in (k by the
1

equations t. (j) - z = 0, t.(j) - t., (j') = 0, i,i' ,j,j',ID take all possible values. Denote
1 m 1 1

by XA(z) the complement in (k of the union of these hyperplanes. Next, associate to

every hyperplane a number (its exponent): to (t.(j) - z ) - (_a.,AID
); to

1 m 1

*(t.(j) - t., (j')) - (-a. ,-a.). Here the scalar product is taken in ~, see the end of 2.1.
1 1 1 J

Trus collection of hyperplanes and exponents we'll call configuration C(A,Z). Define a

multivaled function on XA(z).
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3.2. Let .9'(A) = .9'(Ajn) denote the set of all sequences of the form

n

where i~ are integersJ 1 ~ i~ ~ r. km ~ 0; l km = k) such that among i~ there are

m=l

exactly kj numbers j, for all j = 1, ... )r. Ta every such sequence corresponds an element

(3.2)

from LA) and all CI generate L..\ .

Now to every I we wish to associate a multivaluate differential k-forrn 1](1) = 17(I;z) on

X..\ (z). First suppose that ki = 1 for all i. Denote t,m(l) by t~J and put
1
P

(3.3)

where

(3.1)

Example.
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Now suppose that all k. are arbitrary positive. Then we apply a symmetrisation
1

proeedure. Let t m denote the variable; t.(j), where i = im, and the number i appears in
p 1 P

I in j-th time (counting from the left). Define n by (3.4). Now on variables ti(j) the

group Sk x ... x Sk aets (sec 3.1). Put
1 r

(3.5) 1](1) = LOfIO-1t,\dt1(1) A...A dtr(kr) ,
(J'

where the sum, is taken aver all (j ESk x ... )( Sk ; dt. (j) are ardered by the lexieagraphie
1 r 1

order.

3.3 Now let us say a few words about the integration of our forms. Dur collection of

exponents defines aver X,\ (z) a flat line bundle ~ whose horizontal seetion is l)..

(3.1). Denote by S).. the corresponding loeal system over X)..(z) . Let 0' (.z')..) be the De

Rham eomplex of ..z',\) with the differential dA induced by the flat connection, Le.

dA cu = d"" + d(1og l A)' The cohomology H'(O'( $)..)) is equal to H'(XA(z);S A)' Our

forms nUr) He in Ok( $)..), so they represent dasses in Hk(X(z);S",). The last spaee is by

*Poincare duality dual to thc homology space Hk(X,\ (z);S ,\), see [14]. This spaee is
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generated by ccrtain k-dimensional cycles of C(A;Z), and the pairing between Hk and

Hk is given by the integration of a form over a eyde.

If) for example J all exponents of C(A;Z) have real parts >1) then we can integrate our

forms over relatively compact ehain 6. in (k with the boundary on hyperpianes J [14].

Otherwise one needs some regularization) for example, an analytic continuation with

rcspect to exponents or higher-dimensional analogous of "double loops" (see [15L [16]).

Anyway) in the following by the word "eyde" of C(AJZ) we ean have in mind an element

lf *of Hk (XA(z);S )).

3.4 Now consider the expression

1]A = 1: . 1](1)· fr
IE J?(A)

Proposition 1. Fix some i, 1 ~ i ~ f. One ean associate with every J E SZ>(A + ai ), a

(k-l)-form 1](J) Enk- 1( ..z'A) such that

ei 1JA := l1](I) · e/r = l d1](J) • fJ.

r J

Now, if we have a cyeIe) we ean eonsider an element

(3.6) 77,\(d)=l:f 77(I)fI
1 6.
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from L,\.

Corollary. All 1]..\ (L\) He in the vacuum subspace V,\ J Le. ei1] ,\ (L\) = 0 for all i.

3.5 If some cycle A° of X,\ (zO) is given, then we can in a unique way continuously

deforrn it along any path !rom zO to arbitrary ZJ and obtain a (multivaluate in general)

family of cycles A = {L\(z)}, A(z) being a cycle of X,\(z). This family constitutes a

horizontal section of the Gauss-Manin connection in homology.

Now consider the function

(3.7)

Thcorcrn 1 yJ,\ (A;Z) satisfics KZ equations (2.8). So, we h~ve constructed solutions of

KZ equations with values in V"\' (cf. discussion below).

(3.6) Example. Let g = 81(2) with the scalar product (x,y) = tr(xy); e,f,h be standard

n* . .
generators, a E ~ the unique root. Put IDj = <h,AI >, i = 1,... ,n; ,\ = L Al -ka.

i=l

We have
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kl kn
Naw let f = f ~...~f be an element of LA' l kl = k.

i=l

Then we have

n

the summing is aver all (k1, ... ,kn) such that 1: ki = k. Forms 1](k1,... ,kn) are defined

i~l

as follows. For a given lt = {k1, ... ,kn} introduce the sequence of k integers

J(lt) = {jl, ... ,jk}' setting the first k
1

elements to be equal to 1, the next k2 - to 2,...

the last kn- to D. Then we have

(3.9)

For n = 4 we get a variant of formulas from [6].
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4. Solutions: the second construction

We'B save the notations of the preceding section.

4.1 Now we wish to associate with every I E 9>(") another differential k-form J

w(I) E nk( $ A)' We proceed as in 3.2.

First suppose that all ki = 1. Then put

(4.1)

where

(4.2)
m ( m Am) km ( m m)n k -0 . , ~ -0 . ,-0

lf(I) = r:r D (m J + L m J m E )
m= J= t j -zm p=j+1 t j -t p

where, we put t~ = t (1); a~ = a (cl. 3.2).
J i~ J i~

J J

Now suppose a1l ki are arbitrary positive. Introduce tj by the same rule as in 3.2, and

again define 1r(I) by (4.2). Put

(4.3) w(I) = 1: u(7r(I))l"dt 1(1)A ... Adtr(kr)
(f

where the summing is the same as in (3.5).
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Remark. The forms w(l) are nothing but {lag forms associated with configuration C(A;n)

which were studied in [11].

Proposition 2. For any 1 E J'>( A)

(4.4) w(l) = (_l)k f (A)-l L S(fl'fJ )1J(J)
JE J'>(A)

where S is the Shapovalov form,

(4.5)

€. being as in (2.3).
I

4.2. Dcnote by O(A) a Lie algebra with generators e.,r.) h E Q, subject only to the
I 1

relations (2.1) but not (2.2). Let 1i(Ai) denote Verma modules aver g(A) defined as in

2.2) etc. One has the weight decomposition ~(A) = EB ~(A) A' and monomials 11 )

I E S{A) constitute a basis of ~(A)A) so' we can define by linearity w(x) for every

x E ~(A)". Here i8 maybe the most interesting property of forms w(I):

Proposition 3. Forms w(l) satisfy the Chevalley-Serre relations (2.2). This means that for

any x = x10...0xn E~(A)A such that for sorne m, 1 ~ m ~ ß, xm has the form

l-a..
y[(adti) IJ(tj)]z, y E g(A), z E :&:t(Am), one has w(x) = o.

Proposition 4. Let x = x10...0xn E Et(A) A be such that some xm lies in the kernel of the

Shapovalov form. Then w(x) =o.
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This follows from (4.4). Ey proposition 3 and 4, w(x) depend only on the projection of

x E ~(A)A to L(A) A' so we get the mapping

Proposition 5. For any 1, 1 ~ i ~ r, one can define the eanonieal mapping

w' : L(A) '\-0. --J nk- 1( $ A) such that
1

(4.6) w(f·x) = dw' (x)
1

for any x from L(A) ,\. (Cf. prop. 1). So, w defines the map

where W(A),\ is as in 2.3.

4.3. Now, if we have a eyde &(z)) in X('\;z), integration over &(z) gives the functional

J 61,\ EW(A)~ = w,\(&(z)). Let &= &(z) be a covariantly constant family of cycles .

A(z)
*Consider the W(A) ,\-valued function

(4.7)

(cf. (3.7)).

*Theorem 2. ~,\ (&;z) satisfies thc KZ equation with values in W,\.
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The Shapovalov isomorphism (2.5) takes ~..\(ll;z) to (-l)kt:(A)lbA(A;z).

4. Discussion

We have constructed a set of solutions of KZ equation in Clebsch-Gordan spaces VA'

parametrized by cycles 6. lying in homology spaces Hk = Hk(XA(zO),S A)' Oue should

expect that when A runs through t.he whole space Hk' we get the complete set of

solutions. For generic values of x (cf. {6]) all other homology spaces H.) i :j:. k) vanish)
1

{14]' It is an important problem to study homology spaces Hi when some of (l1j ,AID)f X.

becomes integer. In this case nonzero Hi , i =/= k may appear and the rank of Hk may

switch. This phenomenon is intimately connected with the "truncation" of operator

algebras, [18].

Ey the result of Kohno [13L [17] the mondromy of KZ equations may be described by

constant R-matrices, and provides representations of Hecke algebras. These results present

an example of recently discovered connection between CFT and quantum groups, [17]'

[18]. The integral formulas give a tool for the explicit calculation of mondromy

representations. The above results may be viewed as a geometrie construction of such

representations. It i8 interesting to compare it with Springer and Ginsburg constructions of

representations of Weil groups and Hecke algebras [19].

Finally, rnaybe it i8 of same interest to compare the generalization to infinite-dimensional

Lie algcbras with the discussion of [20].
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